The Island of Doctor Death and Other Stories and Other Stories is a short story collection by American science fiction author Gene Wolfe. The title story of the collection is "The Island of Doctor Death and Other Stories", which recounts the fantasies of a dreamy young boy who is reading a lurid pulp science fiction novel modeled after The Island of Doctor Moreau. The collection also includes "The Death of Dr. Island" and "The Doctor of Death Island". Also included are "The Eyeflash Miracles" and
The Island Dragon is obtainable: By purchase at the market for 200. By breeding two dragons that collectively contribute Green and Blue to the type pool. If a parent has the appropriate minor types, missing requirements may also be added to the pool, even if neither parent has the originally required types. Minor types that have been split from other minor types can also contribute their component types to the type pool. The other stories appeared in The Strand Magazine in 1899-1900, with the exception of The Last of the Dragons (1925, in the posthumous collection The Five Of Us - and Madeleine). The illustrations by H. R. Millar remain in copyright in Europe and could not be included. CONTENTS. The deliverers of their country. THE ICE DRAGON; or DO AS YOU ARE TOLD. The island of the nine whirlpools. The dragon tamers. The fiery dragon or the heart of stone and the heart of gold. Other stories. The last of the dragons (1925). WHEREYOUWANTOGOTO or THE BOUNCIBLE BALL (1899). March 25, 2019 | History. 1 edition of Dragon's Island and other stories found in the catalog. Add another edition? Dragon's Island and other stories. by Jack Williamson. Published 2002 by Five Star in Waterville, Me.